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Dear {FIRST_NAME|Valued Customer},

High Density Multimedia Chassis (HDMC) provides
connection versatility in Commercial Customer
Premises Applications
Maximize network infrastructure efficiency with the new HDMC from All
Systems Broadband. This innovative product provides a flexible, scalable,
and highly configurable platform to deliver a variety of business services in
many different commercial environments.
HDMC helps future-proof the network by bringing multimedia connections
together in a single chassis with port density that easily scales as the
subscriber base grows.
Built in the USA, the HDMC
chassis is constructed of
lightweight
powder-coated
aluminum and the design
includes integrated cable
management and multiple
ground locations. Through the use of easily interchangeable panels with
industry standard LGX® dimensions, the chassis can handle fiber and
copper connections including LC, SC, RJ45 and F81. The HDMC also
supports the increasingly popular Multi-fiber Push On (MPO) type
connectors.
The flexibility of the HDMC also extends to mounting options. The chassis is
designed to work in both wall-mount and 19” or 23” rack-mount
environments. It can be placed in a vertical or horizontal orientation when
used on a wall, allowing use in crowded telecom closets or similar
environments. The chassis provides generous cable management on both
front and back sides, facilitating installation of new services and
rearrangements as needed.
Check out the new HDMC to learn more about how it can improve your
company's efficiency in delivering commercial services!
To learn more about the HDMC, please Click Here

LGX ® is a registered trademark of OFS FITEL, LLC

Not sure how SDN affects Outside Plant?
CTO Mike Grice will be presenting "Connecting the
Physical Layer for Successful SDN Deployments" at this
year's OSP Expo in Denver. If your plans include OSP
Expo, mark your calendar for Wednesday, Sept 2, 2015
at 8:00am to attend this insightful seminar. If you are
unable to attend, but would like to receive information,

drop us a note using the "Contact Us" link to the left and
we will be sure to follow up!

Follow Us for New Product Announcements:

Last Word
"The only way to thrive is to innovate. It's that simple"

- Alex Tabarrok
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